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INI'RJDUCI'ICN 

Both technically and economically the smaller 
CATV system bears little reserrblance to its' urban 
ootmterpart. Yet, it is interesting to note that 
identical approaches in system designs are general
ly enployed. It is as though this sarre approach 
was effective in both cases though they may be 
substantially different in nature. 

One good exanple of this is in system design 
philosophy. The familiar trunk plus feeder tech
nique is tmiversally applied for 1,000 or 20,000 
subscriber applications and even the anplifier gain 
and operating transmission levels are widely 
accepted without question to be optinu.m for both 
cases. 

New there's nothing sacred about these levels 
and gains and only a rcarent' s review of transmis
sion principles suggests same modifications might 
not only be technically acceptable, but might be 
significantly oost beneficial. 

But for same reason the question has not been 
raised. 

Perhaps, if we oould clearly identify sare re
quirarents or problems of the small system operator 
we might rrore effectively enploy today's technology 
in acliressing those requirarents and possibly 
produce rrore satisfactory solutions. 

This paper reviews same smaller operation pro
blems and proposes sare alternative approaches. 
Same of these alternatives may be as yet tmproven. 
Our purpose is sinply to question existing methods 
and perhaps gain something by the discussion. 

IDENTIFYING SMALL SYSTEM PRJBW1S 

In the final analysis all the problems of a 
smaller CMIJ operatioo find root in the limited 
revenue base on which the operatioo !IUlSt exist. 
At REA we have particularly addressed the rural 
applications where the density of homes per mile 
of plant bec:ore very inhospitable indeed, but even 
in systems of 1,000 to 2,000 subscribers the 
eoonanic restriction is ever present. 

One exarrple, is the cx:moonly shared oosts 
such as program acquisition or read end. These 
cx:mtDn oosts carry l!llch different weight for a 
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small operation. Take a satellite receiving facil
ity at a cost of say 30 thousand dollars. With 
1,000 paying subscribers that pro-rates at 30 dol
lars each. But with 10,000 subscribers the figure 
becores a rrore benign 3 dollars each. The smaller 
operation then is under substantial pressures to 
expand its' subscriber base even at the cost of 
plant extensions out to less dense surrounding 
areas. 

And with a smaller margin of profit the oper
ation is limited in staff and also in the technical 
depth of the staff that is affordable. Thus, high
ly sophisticated maintenance or testing techniques 
are inhibited and any sinplification of long term 
maintenance or any reduction in logistic spare 
equiprent requirements will have a l!llch larger im
pact than those sarre inprovarents in a larger 
operation. 

SHALL SYSTEM CHARACI'ERISTICS 

But there are same positive advantages in 
smaller operations also. 

For example, rrost oore camrunities (the cen
tral tcwn or population cluster in a rural or small 
system) are located relatively close to the system 
point of origin or head end. Thus the length of 
cable plant required to reach all of this camruni ty 
is distinctly limited. Then the cascade of requir
ed anplifiers will also be limited and consequently 
a transmission engineering approach might be abl<> 
to take advantage of this condition. Perhaps, CAS

cades of 8 or so conventional trunk amplifiers 
might be considered typical to serve the core 
ccmnunity alone. 

In these applications the available off-air 
signals are usually either limited in number or 
marginal in quality or both. Thus operations 
designed for 21 channels may be quite adequate. 
Indeed in many cases 12 channel operation may be 
salable thus eliminating or at least postponing the 
oost plateau of subscriber set converters. In any 
event the small system need not construct 40 or 50 
channel plant, which is no small oost reduction of 
itself. 

The nature of the small ccmnunity is a factor. 
Usually the population is rrore stable and there is 
less subscriber "churn" than in urban operations. 
This fact, and the reduced total subscriber oonnt 



itself, relieves the cperator of such cx:uplexities 
as acl:lressable taps, etc. Even billing and ac
counting processes may be less expensive because 
of the reduction in scale. 

With these facts in mind, hew might 'Ne best 
serve the requirerrents with today' s equiprent? 

INITIAL <XNS'I'R'OCI'ICN a:sr REOOCI'ICN 

<l:lviously any reduction in initial construc
tion CXlSt would be nn;t ~Nelcnte. 

'!he recent :improvanents in amplifiers have 
been very largely influenced and stimulated by 
CATV's entry into even larger markets. Consider 
an anplifier which used to produce Y intenoodul
ation distortion at X output levels when loaded 
with 21 channels. New perhaps, that unit is cap
able of carrying 35 or I!Dre channels while still 
producing Y interi!Dd at the Sa!!W:! X output levels. 

Certainly this increased transn:ission capacity 
is presented to the small systan designer, but the 
advantage gained is sa!EWhat academic if that oper
ation cannot deronstrate a need for 40 channels or 
can not econcmically SllplX)rt this level of 
programing. 

But that Sa!!W:! amplifier :improvanent might be 
translated to higher gain, higher output level op
eration if the channel loading ranained at 21 
channels. And higher gain translates to longer 
spacings and reduced systan CXlSts. 

Let's examine the typical trunk systan design 
as it is alloost universally applied today in both 
the largest and the snallest systans. 

Usually operated at + 10 danV i.np..lt and + 32 
danV output the typical trunk amplifier is spaced 
22 dB or so. These levels may be increased by a 
dB or so for lcwer channel loading application. 

Under these paraneters the trunk systan would 
be cascadable to perhaps approximately 25 units 
and at the end of that cascade cx:uld still accx:m
llVdate an extension thrcugh a bridger arplifier 
and perhaps two line extenders. These feeder am
plifiers cperate at higher transn:ission levels to 
inprove subscriber tawing effeciency, but the 
higher levels inpose higher intenoodul.ation dis
tortion contrib.ltions also. The higher distortion 
is tolerable because of the limited cascade of 
feeder units (2 or 3 typically) and the lew dis
tortion trunk contrib.ltion due to the lew trunk 
operating levels. 

But our smaller systan will prcbably never 
require anything like a 25 trunk anplifier cas
cade, at least not to serve the core cx:rmunity 
itself. Perhaps, 'Ne could operate our trunk am
plifiers at substantially higher gain and still 
produce "in spec" end of systan perfonnanoe 
through the usual 3 anplifier feeder leg. 

In effect, if the small systan designer 
simply applies urban trunk parai!W:!ters, the end re
sul t will be better than necessary transn:ission 
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quality at higher than necessary construction 
costs. 

We exanined many small systan designs that 
were exarrples of this. cne, I recall was a total 
of five anplifiers deep in the head end to systan 
extranity, but the design dutifully (and extr~ 
agantly) used 3/4 inch trunk cable and 22 dB 
spaced trunk amplifiers. 

Quite obviously this was designed by rote, 
not reasoning. 

If the rationale is that sane long rural ex
tensions may be required later and thus trunk qual
ity IIU.lSt be preserved at the initial extremities 
of the systan, that is a different thing entirely 
and should be addressed separately. 

RURAL SYS'I'EM> AND SYSTEM EXI'ENSICNS 

The dsoographics of a rural systan or an "out 
of town" extension of the snaller systan are not 
particularly suitable for trunk plus feeder 
designs. 

Usually the cable route is quite lon;J, and 
the nanina.l subscriber tap load is distributed 
along this entire length. At the SailW:! tine, side 
lead or lateral cable runs may be of qUite signif
icant length in themselves. 

If 'Ne apply conventional trunk plus feeder 
designs 'Newill find a ma~ority of the feeder 
s:imply paralleling the trunk cable for tapping 
purposes. This is not particularly CXlSt effective. 
We might consider eliminating the secxmd cable and 
its associated second level of bridger and line 
extender amplifiers. Perhaps, 'Ne could sinply 
insert all required taps into the main cable 
itself. 

If 'Ne consider the side lead runs as pure 
feeder cable, 'Newill find that often the length 
of such runs will require NX or thermal CXfl1?E!ll
sation anyway and may require a cascade of so many 
high distortion feeder anplifiers .iJltx>sing out of 
specification distortion at the end of the side 
lead cable runs. 

The conventional feeder systan technique is 
sinply not CXI'Ipatible with long, lightly loaded 
cable runs, particularly if little of the feeder 
plant is located "off" the main trunk cable route. 

In the rural extensions 'Ne do not anticipate 
any cluster or group tap loads or a large llUli:ler 
of service points at the end of the extension. 
Rather than apply the trunk and feeder philosophy' 
which allocates sane l:imi ted intenoodulation dis
tortion to the trunk systan and reserves sane sub
stantial intenoodul.ation distortion for the feeder 
sub-systan, 'Ne might redistribute distortion along 
the entire length of a single cable systan. 

We could then accept higher intenood fran 
each individual anplifier, since 'Ne expect no sub
sequent large distortion contribution fran feeders. 
If 'Ne can accept higher distortion fran each unit, 



we are free to operate them at higher output levels 
with higher anplifier gain. This translates to 
longer anplifier spacing which may be usefully 
enployed in overcaning the tap insertion losses or 
in using l<:Mer cost, higher loss cable or a 
cxmbination of both. 

In any event, the effect can significantly 
reduce construction costs. 

There is no "free lunch", and the effects 
of many taps insertErl into a single cable may have 
limitations or present problems. Obviously, just 
introducing a larger number of cable connectors is 
undesirable, but careful worlananship and a short 
"debugging" period should make this acceptable. 

Such devices will introduce echoes and reflec
tions, of course. Ultimately, these may beccme 
limiting, but despite sane extensive study we have 
not, as yet, been able to positively detennine the 
point at which this bea::rnes totally inhibiting. 
We have a field project under construction which 
will produce sane useful data and, of course, there 
is the experience of long urban feeders. In many 
cases, three line extenders have been cascaded and 
certainly as many as 30 or 40 taps have been in
cluded and in this respect the urban feErler is 
essentially like the rural single cable design. 

Of course, several techniques for "shedding" 
tap loads are available, particularly for clusters 
or groupings of taps. For exanple, back feed or 
forward feed cables, even with sane cost penalty 
for limited parallel cable runs, offer some relief. 

Inproving the return loss of the insertErl de
vices themselves, either by redesign or sillply by 
production selection, would substantially rErluce 
the potential problem. 

In any event, we do not see the limi tatian as 
unmanageable. The single cable technique can re
duce the arrount of larger, nore expensive cable 
required, and reduce or eliminate nuch of the 
inefficient parallel cable placem:mt. It could 
completely eliminate a second level of amplifiers 
such as bridgers or extenders. 

We believe a 36 dB gain amplifier, operated 
at + 8 danV input and + 40 danV output with 32 dB 
transmission loss spacing for 21 channel appli
cations, cnrpranises between cost and system 
"reach" for rural extensions. Using ~ inch size 
cable only, and including the typical tap loads 
along the route, this amplifier can provide rural 
extensions an the order of 17 to 18 miles depend
ing an the tap and splitting loads. 

That is pretty good area coverage if you in
clude side lead and lateral cable runs and at a· 
substantial reduction in cost, anywhere fran 30 to 
40 percent less than conventional trunk plus feed
er designs as shcMn by our studies. 

HeM might this design be incorporated into 
the core cxmruni.ty design canfortably? 
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A cx:MPOOITE DESirn FOR SMALL SYSTEMS 

In our earlier examination of trunk plus feed
er designs for core cx:mm.li ties , we raisErl the que!r 
lion of conventional trunk anq::>lifier gain and qr 
erating levels as being less cost effective than 
we would like. But we had not presented any 
specific alternatives. 

In our rural extension discussion we have in
troducoo higher gain and higher operating level 
figures. Quite d:>viously, we might consider these 
figures when applied to the core carmunity design. 
In effect, we may have optimized a trunk design for 
the core ccmnunity which is canpletely compatible 
with the long rural extensions and presents initial 
construction econanies in both awlications. 

This sounds great, but what of the higher 
intenrodu.lation distortion introduced by these aJ'!lr 
lifiers when they are in the trunk portion of the 
core camumity system? In this case, our intention 
is to follc:M this cascade with a coJWentional 3 
anplifier feeder leg, which contributes a substan
tial amount of distortion itself. 

But, you will recall that our denographic pro
file of the core camtunity sh:wed a relatively 
limited distance fran head end to core ccmnuni ty 
extremities, thus the cascade of the rural amplifi
ers to the point of feeder system connection would 
be distinctly limited. our sttrlies s~ that a 
cascade of 8 or 10 amplifiers operating at + 40 
danV output (the rural extension opti.rcun) can be 
follc:Med by a bridger plus h¥o line extenders op
erating at standard levels and still produce - 52 
dB of Cross Mxlulation at the last service point 
or better. That would seem quite acceptable. 

Let us review what we have: 

We have a single, lc:M cost, small size cable, 
equiwed with high gain anplifiers and operating 
at transmission levels somewhat above the inef
ficient, conservative, url:>an trunk levels, but 
sanewhat belc:M the high distortion, high transmis
sion level urban feeder systan. 

'Ihroughout this single cable, anplifiers are 
working with + 8 danV input and + 40 danV output 
with 32 dB transmission loss spacing for 21 
channel operation. 

In the "in tam" portion of the system this 
single cable is not tapped for service drop feeds, 
but is split and tappej by directional couplers to 
feed coJWentional feeder type line extenders or 
bridger amplifiers. 

In the rural sections of the system this 
single cable is directly tapped for service drop 
feeds and extensions out to 17 miles or so using ~ 
inch cable. The ultimate extension length will 
reflect the errl of systan perfonnance specifica
tions, of course. One might relax the specifica
tions saneWhat, since only a small number of sutr 
scribers is actually fed at the ends of these 
extensions. 



The identical amplifier is used throughout 
this single cable and all output levels are iden
tical at all stations. This significantly reduces 
logistic support and maintenance proolans. And 
any or all anplifiers are capable of Nr. (closed 
loop) thermal regulation as required. 

'lhe amplifier we have reference to is not a 
new design or developnent. In fact, it is not a 
unique product of any specific supplier. This 
unit, or an equivalent, is available off-shelf fran 
several sources. All we are doing is a:mfiguring 
the equitxrent differently in the systan and op
erating it at different transmission levels. 

So far, we have confined our discussion to 
cost reduction, but earlier we had identified sane 
other unique proolans of small systan operations. 
can we respond to these !lDre effectively through 
system design or operation? 

AN AL'I'E::RilATIVE IESI~ FOR SMALLER SYSTEM> 

Perllaps we might a:msider system designs fran 
the standpoint of long tenn systan operation. 

Let us suppose that every amplifier in a sys
tan, no matter if it were in the trunk or in the 
feeder sub-systan, were identical. That is, the 
housing and gain JOOdule, would in every respect be 
identical. 

Vbat might the long tenn advantages be in such 
a case? 

Obviously, the logistics of spare amplifiers 
for maintenance ~uld be lllldl sill{>ler and perhaps a 
l~r level of staff would be able to handle the 
entire system. 

Test and maintenance procedures might be 
significantly reduced. 

For example, suppose instead of designing 
closed loop AG:. into a systan as periodic, lunped 
increments of correction, we were able to incor
porate sane AG::. into every anplifier. The requir
ed range of the N:r. ~ld reduce, of course, but 
the cost per unit ~ld not be nruch :inproved by 
this. Then we ~ld expect, fran a construction 
cost only point of view, that total AG::. could be 
sanewhat !lDre expensive and perllaps unnecessarily 
so. 

But fran a lorw:J tenn ~ations point of view 
sane cost penalty might be quite acceptable. 

In effect, we would have a systan with a very 
high level of self-regulation, and, consequently, 
a nuch lower vulnerability, not only to thermal 
variations, but to maladjustments of the systan by 
low level personnel. 

Carried a bit further this might I!'ake possible 
the use of non-adjustable or fixed gain amplifier 
JOOdules. 

The maintenance process might be reduced to 
the level of, "Go-No Go" indicators s:inply to 
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isolate the service interruption of failed unit. 
Restoration of service might be the straight, plu:J
in substitution of a replacement with no measure
ments or adjustments. 

Perhaps, this is a bit too nruch to rope for 
at the narent, but if practical, such a technique 
might even fi.rrl application in feeder plant main
tenance in the very largest, major market systans 
eventually. These systans are beccrnirw:J !lDre and 
!lDre difficult to staff and maintain and since the 
majority of the plant involved is limited lerw:Jth 
feeder legs, the :inpact on operating costs of re
duced maintenance C'C11plexity in feeders might be 
very attractive. 

Fran this blue sky point of view we might look 
to the small systan and its' rural extensions again. 

Perhaps the basic amplifier which we have sug
gested might be equally cost-effective in the 
sil'Kjle cable extensions and in the core carmunity 
trunk itself, could also be usefully enployed in 
the core catlllUllity feeder sub-system. It is al
ready operating well above conventional trunk 
amplifier levels and might actually be operated at 
line extender or bridger output levels also. 

But, we are feedil'Kj this core carmunity feeder 
plant fran sane limited, but higher distortion 
trunk plant, so actually goirw:J up to typical line 
extender outputs may not be possible. But, we are 
free to operate SCIIel>lhat higher and this would im
prove the cost effectiveness of this unit when can
pared to a conventional bridger or bridger plus 
line extender carDination. 

We were operatil'Kj the basic aq>lifier at + 40 
dBmV output in 21 channel systans. By increasil'Kj 
the input and output by only 5 dB, this unit starts 
to cmpare quite favorably in system layouts usil'Kj 
the typical line extender. A sttrly we did at RFA 
indicates a cascade of 8 amplifiers, operatil'Kj at 
+ 40 dBmV output (as trunk units), can be followed 
by a cascade of 3 amplifiers operating at + 45 
dBmV output (as feeder units) and still deliver a 
- 52 dB Cross M:xiulation distortion or better. 

It is not necessary that every unit in the 
feeder plant be fully PC£ equipped, but the ~tion 
is available. 'lhus unusually lon::J feeder legs 
could be accx::mroda.ted by operatil'Kj the first two or 
three units at the lower + 40 dBmV level and the 
last two units perhaps at + 45 dBmV. 

An Nx. could be provided in this feeder leg 
as required by s:inply insertin;J the appropriate 
additional Nr. nodules. The field trial previously 
mentioned incltrles sane plant a:mstructed in this 
manner and we will be reportil'Kj the results and 
system costs to the industry at large as soon as 
possible. 

St»1ARY 

M.lch of what we have discussed here is yet to 
be proven to have practical rreri t, but much of it 
surely needs no proof. For example, raisin;J op-



erating levels in a limited cascade of a small 
system trunk and using higher gain anplifiers in 
that trunk is neither radical nor innovative. 
Ulquestionably it woold be econanically beneficial 
and it certainly would awear technically sound. 

Yet we continue to find 22 dB spacings and 
high cost 3/4 inch trunk cables in systans that 
are designed only ten anplifiers deep and less. 
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Technology changes-inevitably and inexorably-
and it is inCUilbent upon en:Jineers to not only stay 
abreast of these changes but to effectively apply 
then in practice when advantageous to do so. 

'!bat's what gocxi engineering is all about, 
isn't it? 




